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Abstract: A static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) is a powerful mechanism for balancing
reactive power and uplift voltage stability in a transmission system. Nowadays, the desire to
save energy by reducing losses is prioritized as an essential target instead of increasing the power
generation for the sustainability of any nation’s growth plans. As a result, power-electronics-based
converters are more significant for power savings in transmission systems. STATCOM based on
voltage source converters (VSC) are operated to improve on stable performance conditions as well as
to minimize the harmonic distortions in a power system. Hence, this paper explores low harmonic
distortions of fifteen-level VSC structured STACOM using only one DC-link voltage to balance the
reactive power and to manage the voltage profile in large power transmission systems. STATCOM
consisting of H-bridge type VSCs and binary weighted transformers was utilized to maintain an AC
system voltage at 132 kV, 50 Hz. The three stages of VSCs were operated with meticulous firing angles
based on converter levels for controlling THD (total harmonic distortion) and providing system
improvement. The proposed model of the fifteen-level H-bridge type voltage source converters
with fuzzy logic decoupled control algorithm based STATCOM can be used for large power range
applications with a small number of switches. This model attained stable operation of the system
with a low harmonic deviation at any dynamical conditions. The simulation results using MATLAB
showed that the system’s operation was enhanced, with a smoother response and improved steady
state performance.

Keywords: STATCOM; fifteen-level VSC; binary weighted transformers; fuzzy logic controller;
reactive power; terminal voltage

1. Introduction

FACTS (flexible alternating current transmission system) devices are utilized to im-
prove controllability and to lead power transmission towards sustainable operation in the
system [1,2]. They can be operated easily with lagging and leading modes of states at
any reactive power control point for the system steady state conditions [3]. The power
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system voltage profile is maintained because of the reactive power balancing by using
appropriate power electronic converters in dynamical conditions [4]. Hence, STATCOM
is a suitable FACTS device for the enhancement of the system’s voltage profile and for
the management of the system’s reactive power. STATCOM is connected in shunt with
transmission lines to deliver or extract reactive power to control the voltage in transmis-
sion lines, and thus losses in the system can be avoided. A multilevel H-bridge voltage
source converter (VSC) maintains the constant voltage profile with the reactive power
variation at the transmission system [5]. Reactive power in transmission lines is balanced
by binary-weighted-transformer-based seven-level VSC through STATCOM applications,
and voltage dips are minimized with specific firing angle equations [6]. A phase-shifted
PWM technique with cascade converters is used to mitigate voltage sags in power grid
operations [7].

STATCOMs operate to keep the balanced system voltage with less harmonic content
and provide voltage shaping at various unbalanced conditions [8]. The perfect power
balance for grid operations is adopted by the separation of positive and negative se-
quence voltages through decoupled algorithms [9]. Nine-level VSC-based STATCOM
implements a stable voltage reference point during dynamic load situations with single
DC link capacitance [10]. The performance indicator of multi-modular converters has been
studied for sizing and economical deviations [11]. One cycle control five-level converter
is established for improvement of the power quality in terms of balancing the voltage
flickering [12]. High-power STATCOM with combined energy storage (ES-STATCOM) is
very popular and utilizes modular multi-level converters [13]. Fundamental switching of
PWM-based 24-pulse converters generates constant voltage through the control of reactive
power changes in transmission systems [14]. In high-voltage applications, VSCs can be
combined in different topologies to enhance the speed and effect of the power manage-
ment response [15]. Hybrid multilevel converter-based STATCOM operations have been
implemented for the elimination of voltage dips during load variations in the system [16].
The cascade submodule of half bridge structures was designed for inverter operation in
high voltage and high-power applications [17]. Seven-level binary weighted transformer
connected VSC-based STATCOM was made for huge power transmission systems in order
to control the reactive power changes [18]. A single DC link voltage is utilized to balance the
power losses and switching losses in the distributed static synchronous compensator [19].

A dynamic response analysis of STATCOM and SVC operations to achieve stable
boundary limits for voltage and frequency in a power system has been discussed in [20].
A precise level of VSC is injected into the reactive current at various stages of sequences
in order to maintain the system voltage with balanced capacitor voltages [21]. The phase
angle regulator is used to control the stability and security issues of power grid operations,
which has been used in renewable power sources entablement [22]. The mathematical
model approach of nonlinear systems is presented for the cost reduction of power system
operations and to minimize power losses by reactive power balances through STATCOM at
various load profiles [23]. The thermal stress on DC link capacitors is controlled to eliminate
the switching losses in multilevel converters so as to establish the effective operations [24].
This paper describes various novel methodologies in VSC-based STATCOM operations and
what is experienced at different application loads [25].

In this paper, the proposed fifteen-level voltage source H-bridge converters and fuzzy-
logic-decoupled-control-algorithm-based STATCOM sustainable model is established for
large power range applications with the smallest number of switches. The contribution of
this work to the current body of knowledge is that the developed model attains stable oper-
ation of the system with a low harmonic deviation at different operational dynamic modes.

2. STATCOM Formation and Working Principle
2.1. Working Principle

STATCOM consists of weighted transformers, and various levels of VSC have been
imported to generate AC voltage with less of a harmonic spectrum. VSCs consist of few H-
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bridges and solo DC-link capacitance along with binary weighted transformers, which has
the turn sequence of 1:2:4: . . . :2n−1. STATCOM’s AC output voltage is always controlled
by the DC-link capacitance based on the phase angle deviations between the grid’s voltage
and the STATCOM’s AC output voltage during dynamic operations. STATCOM can
absorb reactive power from the system if its output voltage is less than the grid’s voltage.
Meanwhile, STATCOM delivers reactive power towards the grid if its output voltage is
higher than the grid’s voltage. Unlike traditional multi-level VSCs, the biggest advantage
of using sustainable multi-level VSC with a single DC-link capacitor and binary-weighted
transformers is having voltage waveforms with multiple steps.

2.2. A Proposed Fifteen-Level VSC-Based STATCOM Formation

A fifteen-level VSC-based STATCOM with a unique DC-link voltage configuration
with binary weighted transformers and power electronic commutating switches such as
IGBTs or GTOs is proposed. Figure 1a shows a binary weighted transformer connected
fifteen-level VSC-based STATCOM design model.

The configuration has a DC-link capacitance and three VSC bridges, and every VSC
consists of three H-bridges. VSC output voltages are connected to transformers with
1:2:4 turn ratios and each level moves through the switching angle of H-bridges in VSC
formation. Figure 1b shows the 1:2:4 turn ratios of the one, two, and three transformer
output voltage levels waveform sequence.
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The firing angles of the switches as per [6,10], ‘α1’, ‘α2’, ‘α3’, ‘α4’, ‘α5’, ‘α6’, and ‘α7’,
are calculated in Equation (1).

αi = sin−1
(

i−0.5
7

)
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Where i = level o f VSC

α1 = 4.1
◦
,α2 = 12.37

◦
,α3 = 20.92

◦
,α4 = 30

◦
,α5 = 40

◦
,α6 = 51.79

◦
and α7 = 68.21

◦ (1)

Figure 1c shows the fifteen-level VSC output voltage waveform and its harmonic
spectra. The THD of the fifteen-level VSC’s output voltage is 5.50% and is better than the
conventional VSC arrangement.

3. Fuzzy Control Methodology

The proposed fuzzy logic control method illustrates sustainable transmission system
terminal voltage, current, and power, as shown in Figure 2a.
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3.1. Phase Locked Loop

The synchronization signals (cos θ and sin θ), i.e., phase locked loop (PLL), are used
to generate the system voltage (θ) phase angles, as shown in Figure 2a. This is the control’s
reference phase angle and is generated based on the terminal voltage zero crossing point.
These phase angles are employed through abc-dq0 transformations of voltage and current.
A system terminal voltage ′Vtabc

′ is converted into ′Vd
′ and ′V′q based on the system’s

frequency. Reference phase angles are calculated with a PI controller according to dq frame
error signals ′V∗q −Vq

′.

3.2. Fuzzy Rule DC Voltage Controller

The rule-based fuzzy logic [26,27] controller is depicted in Figure 2b. Three stages of
controller are established for the process of fuzzifications, rule membership operations, and
defuzzification. Fuzzification is an operation of converting crisp values into fuzzy values.
Rule membership functions are applied to crisp inputs to establish their degree of suitable
fuzzy sets. The rule membership operations are invoked by the rules for suitable fuzzy
sets and generate results. These fuzzy membership results are transferred to crisp values
called defuzzification. The centroid approach is the sort of defuzzification method used.
The triangle membership function is the most widely used membership function. The
linguistic values of rule membership operations are indicated in Table 1, such as negative
big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), zero (ZE), positive small (PS),
positive medium (PM), and positive big (PB). Here, ′e′ stands for error and ′ce′ stands for
change in error. Figure 2c depicts the control surface du = f (e, ce). The reference d-axis
current ′ I∗d

′ is calculated by the DC voltage controller via the fuzzy converter.

Table 1. Fuzzy logic control rules.

e\ce NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB

NB NB NB NB NB NM NS ZE
NM NB NM NM NM NS ZE PS
NS NB NM NS NS ZE PS PM
ZE NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB
PS NM NS ZE PS PM PM PB
PM NS ZE PS PM PM PB PB
PB ZE PS PM PB PB PB PB

A fuzzy logic controller is supplied by an error ′edc = edcre f − edc
′ and change in error

′cedc(n) = edc(n)− edc(n− 1)′ at nth samplings.

3.3. Fuzzy Rule AC Voltage Controller

A reference q-axis current ′ I∗q ′ is calculated by the AC voltage controller. The reactive
component current ′ I∗q ′ varyies depending on the reactive power variation in the transmis-
sion system. The current ′ I∗q ′ is rising, i.e., reactive power flows increase towards the AC
system through STATCOM, while the AC system’s voltage rises towards the reference point.
Furthermore, the current ′ I∗q ′ decreases, i.e., reactive power flows decrease towards the AC
system through STATCOM, while the AC system’s voltage decreases towards the reference
point. The procedure is repeated until the AC system’s voltage meets the point set by the
fuzzy logic converter. The control surface du = f (e, ce) is shown in Figure 2c. A fuzzy logic
controller supplies the error ‘et = etre f − e′t and the change in error ′cet = et(n)− et(n− 1)′

at nth samplings.
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3.4. Decoupled Current Controller

The AC system’s voltage, AC converter output voltage, and STATCOM current are
expressed as Vta

Vtb
Vtc

−
Vca

Vcb
Vcc

 =

(
R + L

d
dt

)Ista
Istb
Istc

 (2)

Applying Park’s transformation to the above equations results in[
R + L d

dt wL
−wL R + L d

dt

][
Id
Iq

]
=

[
Vtd −Vcd
Vtq −Vcq

]
(3)

′V′td and ′V′tq refer to the ′d′ and ′q′ axis’s component of the AC terminal voltages.
′V′cd and ′V′cq refer to the ′d′ and ′q′ axis’s component of the AC converter output voltages.
The d-axis and q-axis components of the STATCOM currents are referred to as ′ I′d and ′ I′q,
respectively. The ′d′ and ′q′ axis’s reference AC converter output voltages are calculated as,[

V∗cd
V∗cq

]
=

[
Vtd
Vtq

]
−
[

R wL
−wL R

][
Id
Iq

]
−
[

K 0
0 K

][
I∗d − Id
I∗q − Iq

]
(4)

From Equations (3) and (4), we consider the reference converter voltage as equal to
their sensed value,[

R + L d
dt wL

−wL R + L d
dt

][
Id
Iq

]
=

[
Vtd
Vtq

]
−
[

Vcd
Vcq

]
=

[
Vtd
Vtq

]
−
[

Vtd
Vtq

]
+

[
R wL
−wL R

][
Id
Iq

]
+

[
K 0
0 K

][
I∗d − Id
I∗q − Iq

]
[

R + L d
dt wL

−wL R + L d
dt

][
Id
Iq

]
=

[
R wL
−wL R

][
Id
Iq

]
+

[
K 0
0 K

][
I∗d − Id
I∗q − Iq

]
[

R wL
−wL R

][
Id
Iq

]
+

[
L dId

dt
L dIq

dt

]
=

[
R wL
−wL R

][
Id
Iq

]
+

[
K 0
0 K

][
I∗d − Id
I∗q − Iq

]
[

L dId
dt

L dIq
dt

]

=

[
K
(

I∗d − Id
)

K
(

I∗q − Iq

)]
(5)

Taking z-transform in Equation (5) results in

Id(z) =
(z− 1)

Tz + (z− 1)
I∗d (z) (6)

Iq(z) =
(z− 1)

Tz + (z− 1)
I∗q (z) (7)

T = L/K, K is selected on L/T, where L is the interface inductance and T is the settling time.

3.5. Assessment of Phase Angles

A constant DC-link voltage is retained for continuous active power, and δ∗ is obtained
in Equation (8).

δ∗ = tan−1
( v∗cq

v∗cd

)
(8)

4. STATCOM Performance and Simulation Results

A sustainable fifteen-level VSC-based STATCOM using single DC-link voltage has
been implemented for a 132 kV, 50 Hz AC system. STATCOM’s dynamic performance is
estimated by changing the reactive power at the reference point for various load conditions.
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In addition, the system checks the terminal voltage variations at the reference point for
stable operation and sustainability improvement with minimum harmonic distortion.

4.1. Performance When Changing Reactive Power under Continuous Load

Figure 3a shows the dynamic performance of binary weighted transformer integrated
fifteen-level VSC constructed STATCOM by changing the reference reactive power under
continuous loads. The reactive power changed from 0 to 100 MVAR at time intervals of
0.2 s to 0.4 s, demonstrating an inductive operation. During this period, reactive power
flows towards STATCOM at an AC system point, then the converter AC output voltage
decreases, i.e., the converter’s AC output voltage is less than the system’s terminal voltage.
Thus, reactive power changes to 0 between 0.4 s and 0.6 s, and the STATCOM sustainability
dynamic performance is investigated. At this period, the converter’s AC output voltage is
same as the system’s terminal voltage, so reactive power changes are not required. Next, the
reactive power is changed from 0 to −100 MVAR during 0.6 s to 0.8 s, which demonstrates
a capacitive operation. During this period, reactive power flows towards the AC system at
the STATCOM point, then the converter’s AC output voltage increases, i.e., converter’s AC
output voltage is larger than the system’s terminal voltage. Hence, reactive power is set to
0 at intervals between 0.8 s and 1.0 s, then floating operation of the transmission system
i.e., reactive power changes, are not required again. STATCOM’s sustainability dynamic
performance is examined. It is found that harmonic distortion is kept within sustainable
limits and the system operation is enhanced.

Figure 3b shows the performance evaluation of fifteen-level VSC constructed STAT-
COM harmonics current spectra during inductive operation and capacitive operation at
a continuous load. The THD of the STATCOM’s current is 2.07% during the inductive
operations, i.e., the reference reactive power is 100 MVAR and 3.51% during the capacitive
operations, i.e., the reference reactive power is −100 MVAR.
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4.2. Performance When Changing Reactive Power under Cumulative Load

Figure 4a shows the dynamic performance of the binary weighted transformer inte-
grated fifteen-level VSC constructed STATCOM by changing the reference reactive power
under a cumulative load. Reactive power changes towards 40 MVAR from the initial
point 0 at 0.1 s to 0.3 s, and subsequently 60 MVAR reactive power load is added in time
intervals of 0.3 s and 0.5 s. Then, the total cumulative load is reached at 100 MVAR,
demonstrating an inductive operation. During this time length from 0.1 s to 0.5 s, reactive
power flows towards STATCOM at the AC system point, then the converter’s AC output
voltage decreases, i.e., converter’s AC output voltages is lower than the system terminal
voltage. Thus, reactive power is changed to 0 between 0.5 s and 0.7 s and the STATCOM
sustainability dynamic performance is observed. At this point, the converter’s AC output
voltages are same as the system’s terminal voltages; hence, reactive power changes are not
required. Next, the reactive power is changed to −40 MVAR from initial point 0 from 0.7 s
to 0.9 s, and subsequently −60 MVAR reactive power load is added in intervals of 0.9 s and
1.1 s. Then, the total cumulative load is −100 MVAR, demonstrating a capacitive operation.
During the period from 0.7 s to 1.1 s, reactive power flows towards the AC system at the
STATCOM point, then the converter’s AC output voltage increases, i.e., the converter’s AC
output voltage is larger than the system’s terminal voltage. Hence, the reactive power is set
to 0 in intervals of 1.1 s to 1.2 s, then floating operation of the transmission system, i.e., reac-
tive power change, is not required again. STATCOM sustainability dynamic performance
is inspected and shows system enhancement through acceptable harmonic distortion at
cumulative loads.

Figure 4b shows the performance evaluation of fifteen-level VSC constructed STAT-
COM harmonics current spectra on inductive operation and capacitive operation at a
cumulative load. THD of the STATCOM’s current is 2.09% during inductive operation,
i.e., reference reactive power is 100 MVAR and 3.54% during capacitive operation, i.e., the
reference reactive power is −100 MVAR.
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4.3. Performance When Changing Reactive Power under a Disintegration Load

Figure 5a shows the sustainable dynamic performance of binary weighted transformer
integrated fifteen-level VSC constructed STATCOM by changing the reference reactive
power under a disintegration load. The reactive power is changed from 0 to 30 MVAR
at intervals of 0.1 s to 0.3 s, demonstrating an inductive operation. During this period,
reactive power flows towards STATCOM at an AC system point, then the converter AC
output voltage decreases, i.e., the converter AC output voltage is less than the system
terminal voltage. Thus, the reactive power changes to 0 between 0.3 s and 0.5 s and the
STATCOM sustainability dynamic performance is observed. At this period, the converter
AC output voltage is the same as the system terminal voltage, hence reactive power change
is not required. Next, the disintegration reactive power is changed to 100 MVAR from
the initial time of 0 in time intervals 0.5 s to 0.7 s then demonstrating a disintegration
inductive operation. During this period, reactive power flows towards STATCOM at the
AC system point, then the converter’s AC output voltage decreases, i.e., converter AC
output voltage is less than the system terminal voltage. Thus, the reactive power is changed
to 0 between 0.7 s and 0.9 s, and the STATCOM sustainability dynamic performance is
observed again. At this period, the converter AC output voltage is the same as the system
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terminal voltages, hence the reactive power change is not required. Furthermore, the
reactive power changes to −30 MVAR from initial point of 0 in intervals of 0.9 s to 1.1 s,
demonstrating capacitive operation. During this period, reactive power flows towards the
AC system at the STATCOM point, then the converter AC output voltage increases, i.e., the
converter AC output voltage is larger than the system terminal voltage. Hence, the reactive
power is set to 0 at intervals of 1.1 s and 1.3 s, and floating operation of the transmission
system, i.e., reactive power change, is not required. Furthermore, reactive power is changed
to −100 MVAR from the initial point of 0 in intervals from 1.3 s to 1.5 s, demonstrating a
disintegration capacitive operation. During this period, reactive power flows towards the
AC system at STATCOM, and the converter AC output voltage increases, i.e., the converter
AC output voltage is larger than the system terminal voltage. Hence, reactive power is set to
0 between 1.5 s and 1.6 s, so the floating operation of the transmission system, i.e., reactive
power change, is not required. STATCOM sustainability dynamic performance has been
examined and the system improvement is observed under satisfactory harmonic distortion
at disintegration loads.
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Figure 5b shows the performance evaluation of fifteen-level VSC constructed STAT-
COM harmonics current spectra on inductive operation and capacitive operation at disin-
tegration load. The THD of the STATCOM current is 2.09% during inductive operation,
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i.e., the reference reactive power is 100 MVAR and 3.52% during capacitive operations,
i.e., the reference reactive power is −100 MVAR.

4.4. Performance of Reference Terminal Voltage Changes at Continuous Load Conditions

Figure 6 shows the STATCOM sustainability performance by changing the reference
terminal voltage. The terminal voltage is set to ‘1.00’pu until it reaches 0.2 s from the initial
point. The reference terminal voltage is increased to ‘1.03’ pu from 0.2 s to 0.4 s. During
this performance operation, STATCOM delivers reactive power towards the transmission
system until the terminal voltage returns to ‘1.00’ pu. Again, the terminal voltage is set
back to the normal position i.e., ‘1.00’ pu, between 0.4 s and 0.6 s, then STATCOM returns to
normal operation. Now, the reference terminal voltage changes to ‘0.97’ pu during 0.6 s to
0.8 s. During this time, STATCOM draws reactive power from transmission lines until the
terminal voltage reaches ‘1.00’ pu. Once again, the terminal voltage is set back to normal
position, i.e., ‘1.00’ pu during 0.8 s to 1.0 s, then STATCOM returns to normal operation.
The STATCOM sustainability dynamic performance is evaluated, and system enhancement
with a low harmonic distortion is achieved.
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5. Analysis of Fifteen-Level VSC-Based STATCOM under Reference Reactive Power
and Terminal Voltage Conditions

The analysis and sustainability performance results of the binary weighted trans-
former connected fifteen-level VSC-based STATCOM according to reference reactive power
changes are discussed. STATCOM sustainability dynamic operation of continuous loads,
cumulative loads, and disintegration loads are observed with satisfactory conditions, and
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THD analysis values are obtained and meet the IEEE standards. Table 2 shows the THD
values of various load conditions.

Table 2. Shows the reference reactive power changes of fifteen-level VSC with fuzzy-logic-controller-
based STATCOM THD values at various load operations.

STATCOM Current Operations Loads %Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) Fuzzy Logic Controller

Under inductive
Continuous

2.07
Under capacitive 3.51

Under inductive
Cumulative

2.09
Under capacitive 3.54

Under inductive Disintegration 2.09
Under capacitive 3.52

The performance results of the binary weighted transformer connected fifteen-level
VSC-based STATCOM from the reference terminal voltage changes are discussed. STAT-
COM sustainability dynamic operations of continuous loads are observed and the THD
analysis at various currents meet the IEEE standards. Table 3 shows the THD values at
various load conditions.

Table 3. Designates reference terminal voltage variations of fifteen-level VSC with fuzzy logic
controller THD percentages of system currents, load currents, and STATCOM currents at inductive
and capacitive operations.

Currents Operations %Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

System Under inductive 1.30
Under capacitive 2.13

Load
Under inductive 0.53
Under capacitive 1.02

STATCOM
Under inductive 2.01
Under capacitive 3.52

6. Conclusions

A fuzzy logic control of fifteen-level VSC-based STATCOM by single DC-link voltage
has been implemented and tested with satisfactory results. A design model of sustainability
fifteen-Level VSC-based STATCOM is verified by dynamic conditions and the THD value
is 5.50%, which is better than conventional VSCs. This proposed sustainability model
has been tested at several reference reactive power conditions of inductive and capacitive
loads. The performance results of the reactive power changes at continuous, cumulative
and disintegration loads are observed, and they satisfy the requirements. In addition,
the reference terminal voltage regulation of the STATCOM system has been performed at
various situations of inductive and capacitive loads with compatible results. The analysis
uses the performance results and numeric values of reactive power load changes and
terminal voltage changes in the system. The harmonic spectrum is examined, and it meets
the IEEE standards. The major advantage of this proposed sustainability model is that it
can be used for high voltage applications with few power electronic switches for the VSC.
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